Spin-orbit coupling with approximate equation-of-motion coupled-cluster method for ionization potential and electron attachment.
Various approximate approaches to calculate cluster amplitudes in equation-of-motion coupled-cluster (EOM-CC) approaches for ionization potentials (IP) and electron affinities (EA) with spin-orbit coupling (SOC) included in post self-consistent field (SCF) calculations are proposed to reduce computational effort. Our results indicate that EOM-CC based on cluster amplitudes from the approximate method CCSD-1, where the singles equation is the same as that in CCSD and the doubles amplitudes are approximated with MP2, is able to provide reasonable IPs and EAs when SOC is not present compared with CCSD results. It is an economical approach for calculating IPs and EAs and is not as sensitive to strong correlation as CC2. When SOC is included, the approximate method CCSD-3, where the same singles equation as that in SOC-CCSD is used and the doubles equation of scalar-relativistic CCSD is employed, gives rise to IPs and EAs that are in closest agreement with those of CCSD. However, SO splitting with EOM-CC from CC2 generally agrees best with that with CCSD, while that of CCSD-1 and CCSD-3 is less accurate. This indicates that a balanced treatment of SOC effects on both single and double excitation amplitudes is required to achieve reliable SO splitting.